This paper investigates how to automatically create a dialogue control component of a listening agent to reduce the current high cost of manually creating such components. We collected a large number of listening-oriented dialogues with their user satisfaction ratings and used them to create a dialogue control component using partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs), which can learn a policy to satisfy users by automatically finding a reasonable reward function. A comparison between our POMDP-based component and other similarly motivated systems using human subjects revealed that POMDPs can satisfactorily produce a dialogue control component that can achieve reasonable subjective assessment.
Introduction
Although task-oriented dialogue systems have been actively researched (Hirshman, 1989; Ferguson et al., 1996; Nakano et al., 1999; Walker et al., 2002) , recently non-task-oriented functions are starting to attract attention, and systems without a specific task that deal with more casual dialogues, such as chats, are being actively investigated from their social and entertainment aspects (Bickmore and Cassell, 2001; Higashinaka et al., 2008; Higuchi et al., 2008) .
In the same vein, we have been working on listening-oriented dialogues in which one conversational participant attentively listens to the other (hereafter, listening-oriented dialogue). Our aim is to build listening agents that can implement such a listening process so that users can satisfy their desire to speak and be heard. Figure 1 shows an excerpt from a typical listening-oriented dialogue. In the literature, dialogue control components for less (or non-) task-oriented dialogue systems, such as listening agents, have typically used hand-crafted rules for dialogue control, which can be problematic because completely covering all dialogue states by hand-crafted rules is difficult when the dialogue has fewer task restrictions (Wallace, 2004; Isomura et al., 2009) .
To solve this problem, this paper aims to automatically build a dialogue control component of a listening agent using partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs). POMDPs, which make it possible to learn a policy that can maximize the averaged reward in partially observable environments (Pineau et al., 2003) , have been successfully adopted in task-oriented dialogue systems for learning a dialogue control module from data (Williams and Young, 2007) . However, no work has attempted to use POMDPs for less (or non-) task-oriented dialogue systems, such as listening agents, because user goals are not as welldefined as task-oriented ones, complicating the finding of a reasonable reward function.
We apply POMDPs to listening-oriented dialogues by having the system learn a policy that simultaneously maximizes how well users feel that they are being listened to (hereafter, user satisfaction) and how smoothly the system generates dialogues (hereafter, smoothness). This formulation is new; no work has considered both user satisfaction and smoothness using POMDPs. We collected a large amount of listening-oriented dialogues and annotated them with dialogue acts and also obtained subjective evaluation results for them. From them, we calculated the rewards and learned the POMDP policies. We evaluated the dialogue-act tag sequences of our POMDPs using human subjects. The next section introduces related work. Section 3 describes our approach. Section 4 describes our collection of listening-oriented dialogues. This is followed in Section 5 by an evaluation experiment that compared our POMDP-based dialogue control with other similarly motivated systems. The last section summarizes the main points and mentions future work.
Related work
With increased attention on social dialogues and senior peer counseling, work continues to emerge on listening-oriented dialogues. One early work is (Maatman et al., 2005) , which showed that virtual agents can give users the sense of being heard using such gestures as nodding and head shaking. Recently, Meguro et al. (2009a) analyzed the characteristics of listening-oriented dialogues. They compared listening-oriented dialogues and casual conversations between humans, revealing that the two types of dialogues have significantly different flows and that listeners actively question with frequently inserted self-disclosures; the speaker utterances were mostly concerned with self-disclosure. Shitaoka et al. (2010) also investigated the functions of listening agents, focusing on their response generation components. Their system takes the confidence score of speech recognition into account and changes the system response accordingly; it repeats the user utterance or makes an empathic utterance for high-confidence user utterances and makes a backchannel when the confidence is low. The system's empathic utterances can be "I'm happy" or "That's too bad," depending on whether a positive or negative expression is included in the user utterances. Their system's response generation only uses the speech recognition confidence and the polarity of user utterances as cues to choose its actions. Currently, it does not consider the utterance content or the user intention.
In order for listening agents to achieve high smoothness, a switching mechanism between the "active listening mode," in which the system is a listener, and the "topic presenting mode," in which the system is a speaker, has been proposed Kobayashi et al., 2010) . Here, the system uses a heuristic function to maintain a high user interest level and to keep the system in an active listening mode. Dialogue control is done by hand-crafted rules. Our motivation bears some similarity to theirs in that we want to build a listening agent that gives users a sense of being heard; however, we want to automatically make such an agent from dialogue data.
POMDPs have been introduced for robot action control (Pineau et al., 2003) . Here, the system learns to make suitable movements for completing a certain task. Over the years, POMDPs have been actively studied for applications to spoken dialogue systems. Williams et al. (2007) successfully used a POMDP for dialogue control in a ticket-buying domain in which the objective was to fix the departure and arrival places for tickets. Recent work on POMDPs indicates that it is possible to train a dialogue control module in taskoriented dialogues when the user goal is obvious. In contrast, in this paper, we aim to verify whether POMDPs can be applied to less task-oriented dialogues (i.e., listening-oriented dialogues) where user goals are not as obvious.
In a recent study, Minami et al. (2009) applied POMDPs to non-task-oriented man-machine interaction. Their system learned suitable action control of agents that can act smoothly by obtaining rewards from the statistics of artificially generated data. Our work is different because we use real human-human dialogue data to train POMDPs for dialogue control in listeningoriented dialogues.
Approach
A typical dialogue system has utterance understanding, dialogue control, and utterance generation modules. The utterance understanding module comprehends user natural-language utterances, whose output (i.e., a user dialogue act) is passed to the dialogue control module. The dialogue control module chooses the best system dialogue act at every dialogue point using the user dialogue act as input. The utterance generation module generates natural-language utterances and says them to users by realizing the system dialogue acts as surface forms.
This paper focuses on the dialogue control module of a listening agent. Since a listeningoriented dialogue has a characteristic conversation flow (Meguro et al., 2009a) , focusing on this module is crucial because it deals with the dialogue flow. Our objective is to train from data a dialogue control module that achieves a smooth dialogue flow that makes users feel that they are being listened to attentively.
Dialogue control using POMDPs
The purpose of our dialogue control is to simultaneously create situations in which users feel listened to (i.e., user satisfaction) and to generate smooth action sequences (i.e., smoothness). To do this, we automatically and statistically train the reward and the policy of the POMDP using a large amount of listening-oriented dialogue data. POMDP is a reinforcement learning framework that can learn a policy to select an action sequence that maximizes average future rewards. Setting a reward is crucial in POMDPs.
For our purpose, we introduce two different rewards: one for user satisfaction and the other for smoothness. Before creating a POMDP structure, we used the dynamic Bayesian network (DBN) structure ( Fig. 2 ) to obtain the statistical structure of the data and the two rewards.
The random values in the DBN are as follows: s o and s a are the dialogue state and action state, o is a speaker observation, a is a listener action, and d is a random variable for an evaluation score that indicates the degree of the user being listened to. This evaluation score can be obtained by ques-
Figure 2: DBN and POMDP structures employed in this paper. Note that a in the POMDP is isolated from other states because it is decided by a learned policy.
tionnaires, and the variable is used for calculating a user satisfaction reward for the POMDP. The DBN arcs in Fig. 2 define the emission and transition probabilities.
is a transition probability from s o to s o given a. The DBN is trained using the EM algorithm. Using the obtained variables, we calculate the two reward functions as follows:
(1) Reward for user satisfaction This reward is obtained from the d variable by
where * is arbitrary s a and min and max are minimum and maximum evaluation scores.
(2) Reward for smoothness For smoothness, we maximize the action predictive probability given the history of actions and observations. The probability is calculated from listening-oriented dialogue data. s a is introduced for estimating the predictive probability of action a and for selecting a to maximize the predictive probability. We set Pr(a|s a ) = 1 when a = s a so that s a corresponds one-on-one with a. Then, if a t = s a at time t is given, we obtain
Consequently, maximizing the predictive probability of a equals maximizing that of s a . If we set 1.0 to reward r 2 (( * , s a ), a) when s a = a, the POMDP will generate actions that maximize their predictive probabilities. We believe that this reward should increase the smoothness of a system action sequence since the sequence is generated according to the statistics of human-human dialogues.
Converting a DBN into a POMDP The DBN is converted into a POMDP (Fig. 2) , while maintaining the transition and output probabilities. We convert d to r as described above.
The system is in a partially observed state. Since the state is not known exactly, we use a distribution called "belief state" b t with which we obtain the average reward that will be gained in the future at time t by:
where τ is a discount factor; namely, the future reward is decreased by τ . A policy is learned by value iteration so that the action that maximizes V t can be chosen. We define r((s o , s a ), a) as follows:
By balancing these two rewards, we can choose an action that satisfies both user satisfaction and smoothness.
Data collection
We collected listening-oriented dialogues using human subjects who consisted of ten listeners (five males and five females) and 37 speakers (18 males and 19 females). The listeners and speakers ranged from 20 to 60 years old and were all native Japanese speakers. Listeners and speakers were matched to form a listener-speaker pair and communicated over the Internet with our chat interface. They used only text; they were not allowed to use voice, video, or facial expressions. The speakers chose their own listener and freely participated in dialogues from 7:00 pm to midnight for a period of 15 days. One conversation was restricted to about ten minutes. The subjects talked about a topic chosen by the speaker. There were 20 predefined topics: money, sports, TV and radio, news, fashion, pets, movies, music, housework and childcare, family, health, work, hobbies, food, human relationships, reading, shopping, beauty aids, travel, and miscellaneous. The listeners were instructed to make it easy for the speakers to say what the speakers wanted to say. We collected 1260 listening-oriented dialogues.
Dialogue-act annotation
We labeled the collected dialogues using the dialogue-act tag set shown in Table 1 . We made these tags by selecting, extending, and modifying those from previous studies that concerned human listening behaviors in some way (Meguro et al., 2009a; Jurafsky et al., 1997; Ivey and Ivey, 2002) . In our tag set, only question and self-disclosure tags have sub-category tags. Two annotators (not the authors) labeled each sentence of our collected dialogues using these 32 tags. In dialogue-act annotation, since there can be several sentences in one utterance, one annotator first split the utterances into sentences, and then both annotators labeled each sentence with a single dialogue act.
Obtaining evaluation scores
POMDPs need evaluation scores (i.e., d) for dialogue acts (i.e., a) for training a reward function. Therefore, we asked a third-party participant, who was neither a listener nor a speaker in our dialogue data collection, to evaluate the user satisfaction levels of the collected dialogues. She rated each dialogue in terms of how she would have felt "being heard" after the dialogue if she had been the speaker of the dialogue in question. She provided ratings on the 7-point Likert scale for each dialogue. Since she rated the whole dialogue with a single rating, we set the evaluation score of each action within a dialogue using the evaluation score for that dialogue. We used a third-person's evaluation and not the original person's to avoid the fact that the evaluative criterion is too different between humans; identical evaluation scores from two people do not necessarily reflect identical user satisfaction levels. We highly valued the reliability and consistency of the third-person scores. This way, at least, we can train a policy that maximizes its average reward function for the rater, which we need to verify first before considering adaptation to two or more individuals.
Experiment

Experimental setup
The experiment followed three steps. In the first step, we created our POMDP system using our approach (See Section 3.1). We also made five other systems for comparison that we describe in Section 5.2. Each system outputs dialogue-act tag sequences for evaluation. The dialogue theme was "food" because it was the most frequent theme and accounted for 20% of our data (See Table 2 for the statistics); we trained our POMDP using the "food" dialogues. We restricted the dialogue topic to verify that our approach at least works with a small set. Since there is no established measure for automatically evaluating a dialogue-act tag sequence, we evaluated Table 2 : Statistics of collected dialogues and dialogue-act annotation. Inter-annotator agreement means agreement of dialogue-act annotation using Cohen's κ.
our dialogue control module using human subjective evaluations. However, this is very difficult to do because dialogue control modules only output dialogue acts, not natural language utterances.
In the second step, we recruited participants who created natural language utterances from dialogue-act tag sequences. In their creating dialogues, we provided them with situations to stimulate their imaginations. Table 3 shows the situations, which were deemed common in everyday Japanese life; we let the participants create utterances that fit the situations. These situations were necessary because, without restrictions, the evaluation scores could be influenced by dialogue content rather than by dialogue flow.
For this dialogue-imagining exercise, we recruited 16 participants (eight males and eight females) who ranged from 19 to 39 years old. Each participant made twelve dialogues using two situations. For assigning the situations, we first created four conditions: (1) a student and living with family, (2) working and living with family, (3) a student and living alone, and (4) working and living alone. Then the participants were categorized into one of these conditions on the basis of their actual lifestyle and assigned two of the situations matching the condition.
For each situation, each participant created six imaginary dialogues from the six dialogue-act sequences output by the six systems: our POMDP and the other five systems for comparison. This process produced such dialogues as shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The dialogue in Fig. 5 was made from a dialogue-act tag sequence of a humanhuman conversation using No. 1 of Table 3 . The dialogue in Fig. 6 was made from the sequence of our POMDP using No. 2 of Table 3 .
In the third step, we additionally recruited three judges (one male and two females) to evalu-ate the imagined 192 (16 × 2 × 6) dialogues. The judges were neither the participants who made dialogues nor those who rated the collected listening-oriented dialogues. Six dialogues made from one situation were randomly shown to the judges one-by-one, who then filled out questionnaires to indicate their user satisfaction levels by answering this question on a 7-point Likert scale: "If you had been the speaker, would you have felt that you were listened to?"
Systems for comparison
We created our POMDP-based dialogue control and five other systems for comparison.
POMDP We learned a policy based on our approach. We used "food" dialogues (See Section 4), and the evaluation scores were those described in Section 4.2. This system used the policy to generate sequences of dialogue-act tags by simulation; user observations were generated based on emission probability, and system actions were generated based on the policy.
In this paper, the total number of observations and actions was 33 because we have 32 dialogueact tags (See Table 1 ) plus a "skip" tag. In learning the policy, an observation and an action must individually take turns, but our data can include multiple dialogue-act tags in one utterance. Therefore, if there is more than one dialogue-act tag in one utterance, a "skip" is inserted between the tags. The state numbers for S o and S a were 16 and 33, respectively. In this experiment, we set 10 to r 2 (( * , s a ), a).
EvenPOMDP We arranged a POMDP using only the smoothness reward (hereafter, Even-POMDP) by creating a POMDP system with a fixed evaluation score; hence user satisfaction is not incorporated in the reward. When using fixed (even) evaluation scores for all dialogues, the effect of the user satisfaction reward is denied, and the system only generates highly frequent sequences. We have EvenPOMDP to clarify whether user satisfaction is necessary. The other conditions are identical as in the POMDP system.
HMM We modeled our dialogue-act tag sequences using a Speaker HMM (SHMM) (Meguro et al., 2009a) , which has been utilized to model two-party listening-oriented dialogues. In a SHMM, half the states emit listener dialogue acts,
Figure 3: Structure of rule-based system and the other half emit speaker dialogue acts. All states are connected to each other. We modeled the "food" dialogues using an SHMM, and made the model generate the most probable dialogue-act tag sequences. More specifically, first, a dialogueact tag was generated randomly based on the initial state. If the state was that of a listener, we generated a maximum likelihood action and the state was randomly transited based on the transition probability. If the state was that of a speaker, we randomly generated an action based on the emission probability and the state was transited using the maximum likelihood transition probability.
Rule-based system This system creates dialogue-act tag sequences using hand-crafted rules that are based on the findings in (Meguro et al., 2009a) and are realized as shown in Fig. 3 . A sequence begins at state 1 in Fig. 3 , and one dialogue act is generated at each state. At state 3 , a sub-category tag under QUESTION is chosen randomly, and at state 4 , a matched sub-category tag under SELF-DISCLOSURE is chosen. At state 5 , the listener's SELF-DISCLOSURE or SYMPATHY is generated randomly.
Human dialogue sequence This system created dialogue-act tag sequences by randomly choosing dialogues between humans from the collected data and used their annotated tag sequences.
Random This system simply created dialogueact tag sequences at random. Figure 4 shows the average subjective evaluation scores. Except between HMM and EvenPOMDP, there was a significant difference (p<0.01) between all systems in a non-parametric multiple comparison test (Steel-Dwass test). The dialogues shown in Figs. 5 and 6 were generated by the systems. The dialogue in Fig. 5 was made from human dialogue sequences, and the one in Fig. 6 was made from POMDP. We qualitatively analyzed the dialogues of each system and observed the following characteristics:
Experimental results
POMDP At a dialogue's beginning, the system greets several times and shifts to a different phase in which listeners ask questions and self-disclose to encourage speakers to reciprocate.
Rule-based The output of this system seems very natural and easy to read. The dialogue-act tags followed reasonable rules, making it easier for the participants to create natural utterances from them.
Human conversation
The dialogues between humans were obviously natural before they were changed to tags from the natural-language utterances. However, human dialogues have randomness, which makes it difficult for the participants to create natural-language utterances from the tags. Hence, the evaluation score for this system was lower than the "Rule-based."
HMM, EvenPOMDP Since these systems continually output the same action tags, their output was very unnatural. For example, greetings never stopped because GREETING is most frequently followed by GREETING in the data. These systems have no mechanism to stop this loop.
POMDP successfully avoided such continuation because its actions have more varied rewards. For example, GREETING is repeated in Even-POMDP because its smoothness reward is high; however, in POMDP, although the smoothness reward remains high, its user satisfaction reward is not that high. This is because greetings appear in all dialogues and their user satisfaction reward converges to the average. Therefore, such actions as greetings do not get repeated in POMDP. In POMDP, some states have high user satisfaction rewards, and the POMDP policy generated actions to move to such states.
Random Since this system has more variety of tags than HMM, its evaluation scores outperformed HMM, but were outperformed by POMDP, which learned statistically from the data. Except between POMDP and EvenPOMDP, significant differences exist among all systems (p<0.01).
From our qualitative analysis, we found that POMDP can generate more satisfying sequences than HMM/EvenPOMDP because it does not fall into the loop of frequent dialogue-act tag sequences. This suggests the usefulness of incorporating two kinds of rewards into the policy and that our approach for setting a reward is promising.
However, with the proposed POMDP, unnatural sequences remain; for example, the system suddenly output THANKS, as shown in Fig. 6 . The number of states may have been too small. We plan to investigate what caused this in the future.
In our qualitative analysis, we observed that randomness in dialogues might hold a clue for improving evaluation scores. Therefore, we measured the perplexity of each system output using dialogue-act trigrams and obtained 72.8 for "Random," 27.4 for "Human dialogue," 7.4 for "POMDP," 3.2 for "HMM," 2.5 for "Even-POMDP," and 1.7 for "Rule-based."
The perplexity of the human dialogues is less than that of the random system, but humans also exhibit a certain degree of freedom. On the other hand, POMDP's perplexity is less than the human dialogues; they still have some freedom, which probably led to their reasonable evaluation scores. Considering that HMM and EvenPOMDP, which continually output the same dialogue acts, had low Figure 6: Excerpt of a listening-oriented dialogue made from tag sequences of POMDP evaluation scores, we conclude that randomness is necessary in non-task-oriented dialogues and that some randomness can be included with our approach. We do not discuss "Rule-based" here because its tag sequence was meant to have small perplexity.
Conclusion and Future work
This paper investigated the possibility of automatically building a dialogue control module from dialogue data to create automated listening agents. With a POMDP as a learning framework, a dialogue control module was learned from the listening-oriented dialogues we collected and compared with five different systems. Our POMDP system showed higher performance in subjective evaluations than other statistically motivated systems, such as an HMM-based one, that work by selecting the most likely subsequent action in the dialogue data. When we investigated the output sequences of our POMDP system, the system frequently chose to self-disclose and question, which corresponds to human listener behavior, as revealed in the literature (Meguro et al., 2009a) . This suggests that learning dialogue control by POMDPs is achievable for listeningoriented dialogues.
The main contribution of this paper is that we successfully showed that POMDPs can be used to train dialogue control policies for less task-oriented dialogue systems, such as listening agents, where the user goals are not as clear as task-oriented ones. We also revealed that the reward function can be learned effectively by our formulation that simultaneously maximizes user satisfaction and smoothness. Finding an appropriate reward function is a real challenge for less task-oriented dialogue systems; this work has presented the first workable solution.
Much work still remains. Even though we conducted an evaluation experiment by simulation (i.e, offline evaluation), human dialogues obviously do not necessarily proceed as in simulations. Therefore, we plan to evaluate our system using online evaluation, which also forces us to implement utterance understanding and generation modules. We also want to incorporate the idea of topic shift into our policy learning because we observed in our data that listeners frequently change topics to keep speakers motivated. We are also considering adapting the system behavior to users. Specifically, we want to investigate dialogue control that adapts to the personality traits of users because it has been found that the flow of listening-oriented dialogues differs depending on the personality traits of users (Meguro et al., 2009b) . Finally, although we only dealt with text, we also want to extend our approach to speech and other modalities, such as gestures and facial expressions.
